Lr. No.247 / CAI / AU / 2019

To

The Principal,
All the Chairmen / Principals of Affiliated Colleges

Sir,

Sub: AU - CAI – Dr.C.Kumar Charlie Paul is debarred henceforth from involving in any of the academic activities of Anna University, Chennai and forever- Reg.

Ref: Anna University Lr.No.4111/COE/MP/2019 Dated:30.03.2019

*****

It is informed that with reference cited above, Dr.C.Kumar Charlie Paul, B.E. Electronics and Communication Engineering, M.E. Electronics and Communication Engineering and fake Ph.D. degree certificate in Electronics and Communication Engineering with PAN number AIEPK____L, C.O.E. Faculty code: 7323205 and A.I.C.T.E. Faculty code: 6253181 working as a Principal / Chief Superintendent in Indira Gandhi College of Engineering and Technology for Women, Chengalpattu has committed certain irregularities in the examination held during November/December 2018.

(Picture of Dr.C.Kumar Charlie Paul)

Dr.C.Kumar Charlie Paul is fully guilty of encouraging mass copying and also acted in a manner that is unbecoming of an officer by doing acts of cheating and conspiracy at every level of examination process. Further, by providing fake Ph.D certificates he has made the academic community into a moral problem exhibiting loss of ethical values. His explanation does not have any merit. Hence, "Dr.C.Kumar Charlie Paul, Indira Gandhi College of Engineering and Technology for Women, Chengalpattu be debarred henceforth from involving in any of the academic activities of Anna University, Chennai and forever."

This information is given for necessary action at your end.

REGISTRAR

Copy to The Controller of Examinations,
Office of the Controller of Examinations,
Anna University Chennai-25.